Effects of bulk dissipation on the critical exponents of a sandpile.
Bulk dissipation of a sandpile on a square lattice with the periodic boundary condition is investigated through a dissipating probability f during each toppling process. We find that the power-law behavior is broken for f>10(-1) and not evident for 10(-1)}>f>10(-2). In the range 10(-2)>or=f>or=10(-5), numerical simulations for the toppling size exponents of all, dissipative, and last waves have been studied. Two kinds of definitions for exponents are considered: the exponents obtained from the direct fitting of data and the exponents defined by the simple scaling. Our result shows that the exponents from these two definitions may be different. Furthermore, we propose analytic expressions of the exponents for the direct fitting, and it is consistent with the numerical result. Finally, we point out that small dissipation drives the behavior of this model toward the simple scaling.